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Identifying and Challenging Unhelpful Thoughts 

 

 

 

Are you thinking about things in an unhelpful or unrealistic way?  
 

Once you have identified this you can start to make positive changes to this. By doing so, 

you can learn to see things in a more realistic light which can help to improve your mood 

and reduce your anxiety or stress levels. You might have unhelpful thoughts about all 

kinds of things.  

 

Unhelpful thoughts you may experience: 

About Yourself 

I'm boring  

I'm ugly  

I'm a failure 

 

About Others 

No-one likes me  

People are out to get 
me  

Everyone is better 
than me 

About the World  

Life is unfair  

The world is a horrible 
place 

About the Future 

Things will never get 
better  

What is the point in 
continuing?  

I'm destined to fail  

 

 

 

The way that we think about things has an impact on our mood, anxiety and stress levels. Many of these thoughts 

occur outside of our control and can be negative or unhelpful. It is therefore important to remember that they are 

just thoughts, without any real basis, and are not necessarily facts. Even though we may believe a lot of our 

unhelpful thoughts when we are feeling low, anxious or stressed, it is good to remember that they should be 

questioned as they are often based on wrong assumptions. 

It is important to start recognising an unhelpful thought. Then you can challenge it. Being aware of 
the common patterns that unhelpful thoughts follow can help you to recognise when you have them. 
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Unhelpful thinking styles taken from https://www.psychologytools.com/resource/unhelpful-thinking-styles/  

https://www.psychologytools.com/resource/unhelpful-thinking-styles/
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Challenging Unhelpful Thoughts 

The following strategy is helpful in beginning to challenge your thoughts: 

THINK! Ask yourself if your thought is? 

 

 

Changing Unhelpful Thoughts 

 

 

Click on the following link for learning this new skill: Learning the 3 C's (catch it, 
check it, change it) 

 

Check the Appstore on your device for this helpful resource: 

 

CBT Thought 
Record Diary 

• Keep a diary of unhelpful thoughts  

• Help identify unhelpful thinking styles 

• Challenge and dispute your unhelpful thoughts 

 

Having suicidal thoughts?  Discuss with a loved one, call Samaritans on 116 123 or access your G.P. or Crisis Service 
via NHS on 111. 

 

 

Is it true? 
 

Is this thought FACT or opinion? 

• What IS true about this situation?  What ARE the facts? 

Is it helpful? 

Is this thought helpful to me? 

• What WOULD be helpful to think, right now?  Inspiring or Important? 
Does this thought inspire me, or is it very important, right now? 

• What IS important, right now? 

Is it 
necessary? 
 

Do I really need to believe and act on this thought? 
Immediately?  Later?  Never? 

• What IS necessary to do, right now? 

Is it kind? 
 

Is this thought kind to me? 

• Is this thought kind to others? 
Is it kind about others? 

• What WOULD be kind, right now? 

CATCH IT…….Identify the thought that came before the emotion. 

CHECK IT……Reflect on how accurate and useful the thought is. 

CHANGE IT……Change the thought to a more accurate or helpful one. 

If you answer NO to any of these THINK questions, you can safely dismiss the thought. Choose a new focus of attention! 

 

 

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwi1pNHbz5zpAhUGT8AKHdjaCQkQFjAAegQIBBAB&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdownloads.bbc.co.uk%2Fheadroom%2Fcbt%2Fcatch_it.pdf&usg=AOvVaw3b-fJLsIs5y_DjM97uMy6_
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Our recommended resources (click for direct access): 

NHS Inform 
 

Offers the most up-to-date advice on dealing varying mental health difficulties, including the 5 Steps to 
Mental Wellbeing. 
Please visit: NHS Inform 

Wellbeing Our website offers a variety of self-help materials, groups, and courses for all sorts of problems that 
you may be facing. Anyone can download the self- help materials.  
Please visit: Wellbeing Website Glasgow  

Mental 
Health 
Foundation  

A range of content designed to give you more information about mental health and to help you to look 
after your mental health.  
Please visit: Your Mental Health - Mental Health Foundation  

NHS Every 
Mind 
Matters 

Interactive website providing you the opportunity to complete a short quiz which creates a Mind Plan 
of what you can do to improve your mental health. 
Please visit: Every Mind Matters  

Psych 
Central  

Run by mental health professionals offering reliable, trusted information to individuals struggling with 
a mental health. There is also an excellent quiz section allowing you to find out more about your 
symptoms and how to manage these.  
Please visit: PsychCentral for Mental Health  

MIND Information hub provides advice on how to support your mental wellbeing. 
Please visit: MIND Information Hub  

SAMH Hub of information and guidance about looking after mental health. 
Please visit: SAMH Guidance for Mental Health  

Useful Apps:  

 

Mind Shift Rather than trying to avoid anxious feelings, Mind Shift stresses the importance of changing 
how you think about anxiety. It can encourage you to take charge of your life, ride out intense 
emotions, and face challenging situations 

 

SAM SAM might be perfect for you if you’re interested in self-help, but meditation isn’t your thing. 
Users are prompted to build their own 24-hour anxiety toolkit that allows you to track anxious 
thoughts and behaviour over time and learn 25 different self-help techniques.  

 

Happify Need a happy fix? With its psychologist-approved mood-training program, the Happify app 
is your fast-track to a good mood. Try various engaging games, activity suggestions, gratitude 
prompts and more to train your brain as if it were a muscle, to overcome negative thoughts 

 

Headspace The Headspace app makes meditation simple. Learn the skills of mindfulness and meditation 
by using this app for just a few minutes per day. You gain access to hundreds of meditations 
on everything from stress and anxiety to sleep and focus.  

 

Calm Calm provides people experiencing stress and anxiety with guided meditations, sleep stories, 
breathing programs, and relaxing music.  

 

Smiling 
Mind 

Smiling mind is a way to practice daily meditation and  
mindfulness exercises from any device. This is helpful during times of stress and is a fun and 
unique way to help you put a smile on your mind. 

   

https://www.nhsinform.scot/healthy-living/mental-wellbeing
http://www.wellbeing-glasgow.org.uk/
https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/your-mental-health
https://www.nhs.uk/oneyou/every-mind-matters/your-mind-plan-quiz/
https://psychcentral.com/
https://www.mind.org.uk/
https://www.samh.org.uk/

